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NEW Forum Features 

New additions to the Approved Provider Forum will be added soon!  
Training materials for Learning Outcomes will be available in modules that 
walk through activity planning from start to finish from an Outcomes 
perspective.  Multiple modules will address different types of activities and 
different types of Approved Providers. 

Also coming in March will be a revised Designing Educational Activities 
instruction/help sheet.  Revisions not only address the new ANCC/Midwest 
MSD criteria changes; the help sheet has been reformatted to follow the 
order of items on the CNE Activity Guide recently released. 

Look for new Forum items around and after the 3rd week in March.  Sara 
will also send an email announcing new postings when they occur.   

You asked for it! 
  

As mentioned on the March APU conference call, below are 
some references that may provide your APU staff with 
background or supplemental information on gap analysis, 
outcome measures and/or educational design. 

 
Lubejko, B.G. (2015) Using Gaps to Design Educational Programs. 

The Journal of Continuing Nursing Education, 46, 241-243. 

Dickerson, P.S. (2015) How to Write an Outcome Statement. The 

Journal of Continuing Nursing Education, 46, 381-383. 

Brady, E.D. (2015) Writing Multiple Choice Outcome Questions 

to Assess Knowledge and Competence. The Journal of Continuing 

Nursing Education, 46, 481-483. 

Dickerson, P.S. (2015) Developing a Learner-Directed, Learner-

Paced Activity. The Journal of Continuing Nursing Education, 46, 

198-199. 

DeSilets, L.D., & Dickerson, P.S. (2013) More on Gap Analysis. 
The Journal of Continuing Nursing Education, 44, 433-434.  
 
 

 

QUALITY QUOTES 

 Quality means doing it right when no 
 one is looking. 
                                                         - Henry Ford 

 Quality questions create a quality life.  
 Successful people ask better 
 questions, and as a result, they get  
 better answers. 
                                                                - Anthony Robbins 

  

 

 

Stand 

out! 

http://www.midwestnurses.org


Learning Outcomes 
A Sample Activity 

If you attended the Approved Provider training held in Jefferson City last August, you might remember the group exercise we did 
completing Gap Analysis worksheets.  One of those worksheets is reprinted below.  Let’s use it as an example of how Learning 
Outcomes is linked to needs assessment, gap analysis, evaluation methods and successful completion requirements.  While this 
sample is from a physician family practice, the same steps apply to all activities. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Problem in Practice:  You are the educator for a hospital that also owns a large physician group family practice.  As the 
PNP for the hospital’s Approved Provider Unit, you also provide educational activities to the nurses in the practice.  
Their office manager has come to you with a problem – nurses in the practice are not performing E-chart eye exams 
annually on their Medicare patients.  This is a CMS compliance and reimbursement problem since annual eye exams are 
required for all patients on Medicare.   
Needs Assessment: Needs assessment for this problem is easy – you ask the office manager if it is a global problem (are 
all nurses in the practice missing this required testing?) or limited to certain nurses (more of a discipline/ remediation 
problem than an educational need).  She says that the majority of the nurses are guilty, some more often than others.  
So now you know that all of the practice nurses are your target audience.  
Gap Analysis:  To determine the gap for this problem, you ask the manager if the nurses don’t know what they are 
supposed to do, or if they are forgetting this important task when Medicare patients are seen in the practice.  She’s not 
sure, but comes back the next day after talking to most of the practice nurses:  Some didn’t know about the 
requirement and have questions on when they should test and how it should be documented, others know but don’t 
have a good process in place to remind them to check on whether the testing has been done yet in the calendar year.  
So you conclude that there is both a knowledge and a practice gap that need to be addressed. 
Learning Outcome:  At this point in planning, the Nurse Planner will have formed a planning committee to help her 
correlate needs assessment and gap analysis with the desired outcome.  The office manager (although not a nurse) can 
be invited to serve as a Content Expert on CMS requirements for eye exams, and/or a practice nurse she recommends 
who reliably performs the testing at the correct times could be invited.  The committee should discuss this question: 
What does the target nurse need to learn or do to successfully close the gap(s) you have identified that are resulting in 
the problem in practice?  This can be somewhat straightforward, as in this case, or more complex, as when planning is 
done for large multi-topic programs (we’ll cover those in another module).  For our example, to close the gaps, your 
educational activity will need to supply content that will result in nurses approaching or meeting the 100% compliance 
requirement for eye exams.  
 

  Key concept:  Determining a learning outcome cannot be done without completing needs assessment and gap analysis  
 

Outcome Measure:  Several options are available for the committee to consider when deciding how to measure the 
learning outcome.  You know from the gap analysis that didactic content on eye exam requirements by CMS will need to 
be included in the activity, as well as strategies for integrating the exams into current practice.  The committee 
considers: a casual, brief posttest on the regulatory content (Miller’s level 2), questions on the evaluation where 
attendees can self-report an increase in knowledge and/or an intention to change practice (both Miller’s level 1), 
observational measurement of participation in developing strategies for integration into practice using a small-group 
exercise (Miller’s level 3), and post-activity chart audits to measure compliance (Miller’s level 4).  Any of these potential 
measures are possible and acceptable – it is up to the committee to decide which would give them the most 
meaningful information on whether the identified gaps have been closed.  This committee decides that they will include 



an open-ended question on the eval asking participants to describe how they will integrate the eye exam requirement 
into their practice, and to do a chart audit at 30 and 60 days post-activity to measure compliance.   
Evaluation:  Because the activity is planned for the 45-minute lunch break at the practice clinic location, the committee 
wants to make sure the evaluation tool is short and concise.  In addition to the question on integration into practice, 
they decide to ask a Likert-scale question on the effectiveness of the small group exercise on integration strategies and 
an open-ended question about additional problems in practice that might be noted by participants.  Just 3 questions. 

 

    Key concept:  Evaluation tools should be tailored to provide results that are meaningful to the planning committee  
 

Successful Completion Requirements:  To determine successful completion requirements, the committee must look at 
both the outcome measure(s) and the content of the activity.  These are different for each activity and so “set” 
completion requirements should not be adopted without the ability to change or waive them by the planning 
committee of any given activity.  This committee determines that the participant must attend the entire activity (since 
time is short and will be filled completely with important content and small group work), and complete the evaluation 
tool (since one of the outcomes will be measured on this tool).  They could have added a successful completion 
requirement of active participation in the small group exercise but decided not to since it would be almost impossible 
for the nurses to not participate, given the small setting and limited number of nurses attending. 
 

   Key concept: Determination of successful completion requirements is based on each individual activity’s learning outcomes 
 

2nd Layer Measure: The follow-up chart audits are the 2nd layer measures, called this because they happen after the 
activity has concluded and provide a second layer of evaluation of the effectiveness of the activity.  The committee 
assigns the chart audits to the practice manager, who will report the results back to the Nurse Planner when completed. 
Results:  The activity featured 10 minutes of didactic content and a 30-minute small group exercise where integration 
strategies were brainstormed.  The remaining 5 minutes was for Q/A and evaluation completion.  Charts audits showed 
a 95% compliance with the eye exam requirement at 30 days (1 outlier nurse) and a 100% compliance at 60 days. 

March’s Featured Approved Provider 

Periodically the Pulse will feature one of our Approved Provider Units so that everyone can get to know their colleagues better. 

March’s featured Approved Provider is Children’s Mercy Hospital and Clinics in Kansas City, Missouri.  The 
roots of Children’s Mercy go back to 1897 and two sisters, one a dentist and one a physician, who cared for 
poor and sick children in the Stockyards area of the city.  Jump forward 120 years and Children’s has evolved 
into 2 hospitals, over 50 specialty clinics and a variety of urgent care centers throughout the Kansas City area 

and many other communities in Missouri and Kansas.  Ellen Kisling, 
MSN, RN, has served as the Primary Nurse Planner for the Approved 
Provider Unit at Children’s for 7 ½ years, giving her the opportunity to 
create an environment that enhances knowledge, skills and values for 
her learners, a great benefit for the nurses in this award-winning 
facility.  “Having the chance to work with my staff to develop quality 
activities is very satisfying to me,” Ellen says.  “As the PNP I am 
fortunate to work with wonderful and talented Nurse Planners, and my 
job is to make sure I set the Nurse Planners up for success…which in 
turn sets the learner up for a successful and meaningful learning 
experience.”  Ellen also serves as a voluntary Nurse Peer Reviewer for 

the Midwest Multistate Division, and has done so for over 8 years.  “I learn so much being on the Nurse Peer 
Review Team”, she states. “I have a much better understanding of the ANCC criteria, I’m exposed to best 
practices in all areas of APU processes from a variety of different facilities, and I get to see great ideas for 
interesting and innovative activities!”  The Approved Provider Unit at Children’s Mercy has 1 Lead Nurse 
Planner (an internal title for a monitor/mentor), 3 Nurse Planners, an Allied Health Planner, 2 Instructional 
Designers, an Office Coordinator and an Administrative Assistant, with other unit-based Nurse Planners 
throughout the hospital used as needed.  This group developed a whopping 448 nursing contact hour-eligible 
activities in 2015.  Ellen appreciates her staff’s talent: “The Nurse Planners that are housed in the Education 
Department and I have some wonderful conversations about adult learning, teaching strategies, retention, 
automation and ways to engage the learner.  We learn so much from each other’s experience and wisdom.” 



ROCKIN’ WITH THE REVIEWERS 
The Nurse Peer Review Team members share best practices 

 

A Roster by any Other Name… 
 

Regardless of whether you call it a roster, a registration list, a sign-in sheet, a participant list or a class roll, there are 
certain elements that need to appear on the document that will become a part of each activity file.  (From this point 
forward, substitute your name for that document when we say ‘roster’!)  As reviewers we see a variety of formats used 
for registration and check-in, from full sign-in to initials on a pre-populated roster to LMS-generated swipe card lists.   

 

Regardless of the method used to sign in attendees, roster information should be easily accessible and contain all of the 
required elements: a) name of educational event; b) date of event (if live), or date of completion (if enduring or 
blended); c) participant’s name; d) participant’s unique identifier; and e) number of contact hours the participant 
received.  

 

The number of contact hours can be inclusive and appear at the top of the first page if all attendees earned the same 
number of hours, or appear on each attendee’s line of information if partial contact hours were awarded. 

 

The final roster for the activity file does not have to be the original sign-in sheet used to check it attendees at the 
activity - the information may be exported to a document (electronic or not) that contains the required elements, and 
that way avoids all of the notes, comments, unregistered add-ons, no-shows, late arrivals, etc. that so often occur.  We 
do note that often when unregistered add-on attendees appear as hand-written additions to a pre-populated roster, 
they don’t always complete all columns of information, making that roster not meet criteria for the required elements 
listed above – it only takes one blank space to do it.  It is the responsibility of the Nurse Planner to ensure that all 
requirements appear on the final document for all attendees.   

Accessing the Forum Did You Know? 
Don’t forget to regularly visit the Approved Provider 

Forum, where you’ll find a variety of resources, forms and 
information that will enhance your APU processes.   

Access the Forum by going to: 
 

www.midwestnurses.org  hover over Continuing 
Education  2nd dropdown is Approved Provider Forum 

(another link is on the bottom of the Continuing Ed page) 
The login page will appear – our Forum is hosted by ANA 

so you will notice their logos on the page. 
Login with ProviderForum@midwestnurses.org 

Password:  Resources (case-sensitive) 
Be sure to click the box “Remember me for 90 days” every 

time to make login info fill in automatically! 

 

Eleven states and 2 territories observe Good Friday as an 
       official holiday 

76% of people eat the ears on chocolate bunnies first.  
       (I’m afraid to ask where the other 24% begin eating!) 

Christians consider Easter eggs to symbolize joy, new  
       life and resurrection 

Lots of celebrities count March as their birthday month, 
including Dr. Seuss, Justin Bieber, Shaquille O’Neal,  

       Albert Einstein, Bruce Willis, Reese Witherspoon, Carrie 
       Underwood, Lady Gaga, Danial Craig, Jim Parsons,  
       Peyton Manning, Adam Levine and Sir Elton John. 

      
 

Did you ever wonder why we always leave 

milk and cookies for Santa, but   

we never leave salad for the 

Easter bunny?  
Midwest Multistate Division 
P.O. Box 105228 
Jefferson City, MO  65110 
midwestnurses.org 
573-636-4623 

Have questions?  Email: 
Judi Dunn  NPRL@midwestnurses.org 
Carol Walker  NP@midwestnurses.org 
Belinda Heimericks  LNP@midwestnurses.org 
Sara Fry  sara@midwestnurses.org 

 


